Suspect in violent domestic disturbance shot by officers after displaying and discharging firearm

Release Date: Sunday, April 17, 2016

On April 17, 2016, at approximately 12:15 am, officers were dispatched to the area of 3132 Wexford Place on several calls of shots fired. Upon their arrival, witnesses reported that a female later discovered to be Kisha Arrone, 35 years of age, was involved in a violent encounter with a domestic partner. It was reported to officers that during this altercation Ms. Arrone held a gun to her domestic partner's head and threatened to kill her. Ms. Arrone discharged her firearm during the struggle. When officers arrived and conducted an investigation, they attempted to stop the blue and silver pickup truck that Arrone was driving. However, Arrone refused to stop, and fled through the neighborhood. Officers used spike strips to deflate the tires on her truck, and she eventually stopped in front of 3132 Wexford Place.

Arrone remained in her truck and held a handgun to her head. Officers gave Arrone commands to exit the truck and to drop the gun. Arrone then exited the truck with the firearm still in hand. She refused the officers commands to drop the gun and fired the gun into the air while walking towards her domestic partner and a group of individuals nearby. In an effort to protect Arrone's domestic partner and other individuals in harm's way, three Dayton Police Officers discharged their weapons to stop Arrone. She suffered fatal injuries during the encounter.

Dayton Police Homicide Unit, as well as the Professional Standards Bureau will conduct an independent investigation of this incident. All three officers will be placed on administrative leave pending the initial review of the incident,
which is standard protocol. The Coroner's Office will be conducting an autopsy to determine the cause and manner of death.

Anyone with information is urged to call the Dayton Homicide Unit at 937-333-1190.

**Dayton Police Chief Richard S. Biehl will conduct a news conference at 3:30pm Sunday, April 17 at Police Headquarters (335 W. 3rd Street).**